3Kg Packages: 18Kg OleaBriq BBQ Briquettes

18Kg OleaBriq BBQ Briquettes

OleaBriq is an eco-innovative, award-winning, premium BBQ briquette made from Greek olive pits. It is 100% percent natural and sustainable,
emits 30% carbon monoxide than traditional briquettes and is free of chemicals.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
21,20 €
Sales price 21,20 €
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Ask a question about this product

Description
From our annual harvest, we produce our Premium BBQ Briquettes with methods friendly to the environment.
Characteristics:
Does not smell.
Produces no ash or smoke during the burn cycle.
Does not fly sparks.
Easy to light up.
Free of chemical additives.
Efficient (fewer briquettes used per cook).
Long lansting extreme high heat (maximum calorific value 6366 kcal / kg).
Cooks your food to perfection, while enjoying the sweet smell of olives.
Ease of use:
To light the core, insert some briquettes into a special charcoal chimney or use an electric charcoal.Then, carefully place briquettes at the
bottom of the surface and insert more if necessary. Once the briquets get a light gray color you are ready to bake.
Why choose OleaBriq briquettes instead of charcoal:
1. You do not have to wait for the flame to bake, the kernel does not make a flame, just when the briquets blush and emit heat you start!
2. You do not have to break the big pieces of woodcarp when the fire drops and spread them on the baking surface, the kernel has a
uniform shape and you simply spread it.
3. You do not have to carve the charcoal when baking to light and move it, with the core charcoal just move some briquettes to the points
you want to shift the intensity of the fire.
4. Nuclear charcoal releases 30% less carbon monoxide than the known charcoal

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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